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Normal Operators in Hilbert Spaces and
Their Applications
By Sakuji INOUE
(Comm. by K. KUNUG, M.J.A., July 13, 1959)

In the present note, we wish to outline the following three problems
for a compact or non-compact normal operator N in Hilbert space (C)
which is complete, separable, and infinite-dimensional:
1 the problem of finding characteristic elements and their corresponding characteristic values of N;
2 the problem of finding the multiplicities of characteristic
values of N;
3 the problem of finding analytical properties of some normal
operators associated with N.
The results which we shall give can be applied to linear nonhomogeneous integral equations with normal kernels, but we will only
give a few examples here.
The details will be shortly published in Memoirs of the Faculty
of Education of Kumamoto University.
As a first step, we can easily establish the following lemmas:
Lemma 1o If N is a compact normal operator in g, then
(A) any non-null complex number different from all characteristic
values of N belongs to the resolvent set;
(B) supposing that {2}_,,... is the sequence of all characteristic
and
values of N, arranged in an order such that [!:>[),I:>
denoting by E, the characteristic projector of N corresponding to 2,
N--,,E where the right-hand member converges uniformly to N

...,

in the case that [2} is an infinite sequence.
Lemma 2. Let N be a compact normal operator in 23; let {2} and
[E] be the same symbols as those used in Lemma I respectively; and
let f() be an arbitrary element of $3 such that Ef()--O for ,--1, 2,...,
k-- 1 and Ef ) O. Then

1 !-- lim i[ Nf ![ -.

Lemma 2 here can be derived by a utilization of the expansion

N=_E in Lemma 1.
Put
]

Ef
g_ =

(lkp<oo), f_(N*n)ff

,
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Then, by considering Jigs-9 [le we can establish the following
theorem:
Theorem 1. Let N be a compact normal operator in g; let f0 be
an arbitrary element such that Nf0#O; and put
g__ (N*N)f

[[ (N*N)f0 [[

Then here exists a unique elemen g such ha lim i[g--gli-0
and i is a characteristic normalized elemen either of N or of N’N;
and accordingly, in he ormer ease, (Ng, g) gives he corresponding
characteristic value of N.
urhermore a necessary and suffieien condition ha he above
srong limi derived rom every f0
wih Nfo 0 be always a
characteristic elemen o N is ha all he characteristic values of N
be mutually disine in heir absolute values; and if, hence, a is a
suitable complex number such ha he absolute values of all characteristic values of N--aI differ rom each oher and can be arranged
in he monoone-deereasing sequence, he srong limi (a)of (a)
defined by

(a)- (N*--I)(N--aI)f
where f0 is an arbitrary elemen of 9 such ha (N--aI)fo 0, gives
necessarily a characteristic normalized elemen o N--aI and accordingly of N, and he corresponding characteristic value of N is given by
(Ng(a), g(a)).
By making use of the expansion N--,I--. (,--,)E and of the
method of the proof of Theorem 1, we can derive
Theorem 2. Let N be a compact normal operator in (C); let a and
be its characteristic values derived from an element f0 with Nfo 0
and the element fo--(N--aI)fo respectively by the method of Theorem
1. Then [a]>]fl[.
By applying Lemma 2, we can yield
Theorem 3. If N is a compact normal operator in
a necessary
and sufficient condition that a non-null complex number a be a characteristic value of N is that there exist at least one pair of two elements
f, g in such that
1 (N--aI)f--g,

,

,

2

Let

lim

[i Nf [[

lim ]i Yg i[-.

be an arbitrary point in the resolvent set of the operator
N, let {E(z)} denote the complex spectral family of N, let {2} and {E}
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have the same meanings as before, and let {} be a complete orthonormal system in (C). Then we can verify with the help of (A) in
Lemma 1 that
1
(N--,I)
dE(z)

--

f-

where G denotes the eomlex lane. urthermore the double-norm
N(N)-NI N% ! associated with N is independent of the complete
orhonormal system {} used to define it.
By making use of these facts, the ealeulus of residues, and the
Cauehy theorem on a regular function, we can give the following
theorem:
Theorem 4. Let N be a eompaet normal oerator in ; let
be the oin seetrum of N; let 0D denote the boundary of a simply
connected domain D eontaining 2 such that ero and any non-null
characteristic value 2,@2 of N are points exterior to the closure D
of D; and let {}
an arbitrary complete orthonormal system in
is given by
hen the multiplicity m of
m= 4n1 =1
We shall turn to non-compact normal operators of a particular
type to which the results established above are applicable with a minor
modification.
If
Theorem 5. Let N be a non-compact normal operator in
a positive integer p and a
there exist a non-null complex number

=.

.

,

complete orthonormal system {n} SUCh that

]i (N--I)n []<

then the multiplicity m of any characteristic value 1, not
finite and given by

, of N is

denote the boundary of a simply connected domain D
eontaining 2 such that and every characteristic value, not 2, of N
are oints exterior to the closure D of D; and furthermore Lemma
2 and heorems 1, 2, 8 hold for N--I instead of N.
Since, by virtue of the hypothesis eoneerning N--I, we ean easily
show tha N--I is a compact normal oerator, it is obvious that the
latter half of he above theorem is valid. In addition, by making use
of the calculus of residues, the Cauehy heorem, and the fae hat he
resolven se of N consists of all points on he eomplex plane except

where

D
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for
we can prove the former half in the same way as
Theorem 4 was proved.
Theorem 6. Let N be a compact normal operator or a noncompact normal operator satisfying the assumption of Theorem 5;
let {} be its point spectrum; let F(z, ) be a meromorphic function
with complex parameter

denote the operator defined by F(N,

)dE(z) where

is an

arbitrary point in the resolvent set of N and where G and {E(z)} have
such meanings as we have already described; let c be an arbitrarily
given point in the resolvent set of N; let 3D denote the rectifiable
boundary of a simply connected domain D comprising completely the
point spectrum {F(, c)} of F(N, c) in itself; and let Q()be a function
holomorphic on the closure D of D. Then
1

f Q()[I--F(N, c)

-

d-QF(N, c)

2i OD
where the complex curvilinear integration along 3D is taken in the
positive direction.
E
By the use of the expansion I--F(N,
the

c)--- --F(,

calculus of residues, and the fact that even if {} is a denumerably
infinite set, ]Ef] tends to 0 for every f
as n, we can
establish the above theorem.
Corollar 1. Let F(N, c) be the resolvent operator of F(N, c)

e

which is defined by

I-- c)- --I+
F(N,

F(N, c) ( D). Then

1
F(N, c) d--F(N, c).
2i
These results established above are applicable to linear non-homogeneous integral equations in the function space L(A, Z) in which A is
a Lebesgue z-measurable set of finite or infinite measure in Euclidean
space R, of dimension m.
Definitiom If the operator N generated by a kernel N(x, y) is
compact, then, for simplicity of language, N(x, y) is called to be compact.
Theorem 7. Let N(x, y) be a compact normal kernel in L(A X );
let T(x, y) denote
N(z, x)N(z, y)dv(z); let T(x, y), n=2, 3,-.., the

f

iterated kernels of T(x, y); and put fn(X,

,

y)-f Tn(X, y)f(y)dz(y) for

an arbitrarily given f(x)eL(A, ) such that
and
almost every x

f N(x, y)f(y)dz(y)O for
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fn(x)

{f

Then there exists the strong limit fnetion g(a)sL.(zl, )given by

f

dz( )-0

and it is a characteristic normalized function either of N(x, y) or of
T(x, y); and hence, in the former case, that is, in the case where

f N(x, y)g(y)dg(y)
(x)
remains constant for almost every x e z/, the corresponding characteristic
value of N(x, y) is given by the constant value or by

f N(x, )()(x)d(z

).

This is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.
Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that a non-null
complex number a be a characteristic value of the kernel N(x,y)
stated in Theorem 7 is that there exist at least one pair of functions

f(x), g(x) L.(zl, l) such that

f N(x, y)f(y)dz(y)--af(x)- g(x)

for almost

every x e/ and such that

where Nn(X, y), n-2, 3,... denote the iterated kernels of N(x, y).
This result is an obvious consequence of Theorem 3.
Theorem 9. Let N(x, y) be the kernel stated in Theorem 7; let
{n(X)} be an arbitrarily given complete orthonormal .system in L.(z/,/);
letD denote the baundary of a simply connected domain D such
that a non-nul! characteristic value 2 of N(x, y) lies in D, while any
other point belonging to the spectrum of N(x, y) does not lie on the
closure D of D; and let fn(X, 2) be the solution of the equation

f N(x,y)f(y)dp(y)--,f(x)-n(X)
multiplicity

me of

is given by
1
A

for an arbitrary ,e3D. Then the

]dz(x).

This theorem follows immediately from Theorem 4.
Theorem 10o Let the integral operator N generated by a given
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kernel N(x, y) be such an operator as was stated in Theorem 6; let
F(N, ), c, Q(2) and 3D have the same meanings as those described in
the statement of Theorem 6; and let F(x,y) denote the kernel
generating F(N, c). If f(x,

fF(x, y)f(y, 2)d/(y)

g(x) for an arbitrarily given g(x) L.(zl, [), then,

for almost every
1
Q(2)f(x, 2)d2- [Q(F(N, c))g (x),
2i
where the complex line integration along 3D is taken in the positive
direction.
This theorem can be verified readily from Theorem 6.
As a particular case of the above relation, we have
Corollary, 2. Let N(x, y) be the kernel stated in Theorem 7, let
3D denote the rectifiable boundary of a simply connected domain D
containing completely the spectrum of N(x, y) in itself, and let f(x, ,)

f

be the solution of the equation f(x, )--

f N(x, y)f(y, )d/(y)-g(x).

Then, for almost every x e/,
1
2i
where the complex integration along D is taken in the positive

ff(x,2)d2-g(x),

direction.

